CAPPING SOLUTIONS
TURRETS AND CAPPING MACHINES

Specialized in complete capping system for the bottling and packaging industries
The heart of our machines:
The capping turret

Our commitment in capping technology, allows us to offer tailor made capping Turrets to filler equipment manufacturers and complete capping systems to the end user. More than 40 years of experience, gives us total control of our design and manufacturing of our equipment; Cappers, turrets and capping heads makes us the one and only Spaniard capper manufacturer.
OUR CAPPING MACHINES

Closing machines for processing of glass, PET, PVC, HPDE, etc, containers with screw caps, R.O.P.P.

Our capping system is researched to comply with and designed complying with end-users necessities and technical requirements.
Capping Machines

Our know-how

We offer maximum reliability and robustness, in addition to our specialty, tailor-made solutions for the highest production requirements. Our equipment will process from 3000 bph and reach an output of 60000 bph with maximum efficiency. Depending on the amount of capping heads installed.
• Great flexibility that allows the capper to be equipped with a variety of different heads such as: magnetic CM-706-TR, Push-on CP-101, SERVO capping head

• It reaches productions up to 3000 bottles-hour.

• Automatic cap positioning and feeding system designed for specific cap
FULL AUTOMATIC ROTARY CAPPING MACHINE
Type: “Transfer” (Pick and Place)
TEDELTAM-C.A.R.-106/8-TR

• Machine with capping head model TEDELTAM CM, -706-TR.
• Starting at 3000 bph and reaching a high output of 60000 bph with maximum efficiency depending on the number of heads installed.
• CE Regulatory compliance.
Three options adapted to the needs of our customers:

1.- Integration into Monoblocks or Triblocks.

2.- Specific solutions for end users of bottling lines, replacing existing capping turret.

3.- Capping unit of our stand alone machines, to be integrated into bottling lines.
We offer specific Turrets exchange solutions to manufacturers and end users with bottling production lines with new and used capping machinery already working on site.

Tedelta’s Turrets are manufactured for high volume production markets and for reliable and demanding work process. Our equipment will process from 3000 bph to 60000 bph depending on the number of heads installed.
Cap placement system

• Tedelta’s Pick and Place system, transfers caps from the chute to the capping head.

Great flexibility that allows the capper to be equipped with different heads such as: magnetic CM-706-TR, Push-on CP-101, SERVO, Magnetic capping head with gripper system model CM-706-TR/PZ or Rigid Cone, this guarantees maximum closure efficiency and reliable torque.

The most Advance technology

• Reliable high precision manufactured with best reliability capper.

• Automatic cap feeding system, adapted for each specific cap.

• Synchronized with the Monoblock Filler and process line. Operator friendly.

• Low maintenance, minimum greasing process and lasting durability.
SECTORS OF APPLICATION

Pick & Place

- FOOD INDUSTRY
- BEVERAGE
- CHEMICALS
- PHARMA
- COSMETICS
TURRETS

The heart of our machines.

Tedelta’s Turrets are manufactured for high volume production markets and for reliable and demanding work process. Our equipment will process from 3000 bph to 60000 bph depending on the number of heads installed.

- Plastic pre threaded caps.
- Flat caps and sport caps
- Flip-top caps.
- Push-on caps.
- Special caps
- Etc..
DUPLICATE- CAR-105-TR-PR-PZ-M-5317-16

Our capping systems

Cap delivery: Pick and place
Chute
Magnetic Capping head with grippers CM-706-TR/PZ
Caps dispenser
Cap dispenser
Roll-on Capping Head TEDELTA CR-504-ST
Cap delivery: Pick-off system
It’s our specialty and our clients value it.

Our capping head development, capping technology and process controls, all together, allows us to offer personalized designs and manufacture our own complete capping systems, from cap feeding to the adequate closure application (cap, bottle and production) and final integration in the production line.
Our commitment to our clients pushes us to higher levels of Service. At Tedelta, we guarantee the fastest and highest quality service assistance, minimizing production downtimes and keeping possible technical problems and maintenance costs at the lowest levels possible.
Visit our machines working

Click Here:

In our you-tube channel you can visualize our machines and know the main technical characteristics of their performance as well as operative videos in operation.